
MAKE IT 

Continuous monitoring of page-

by-page application flows to

look for abandonment. 

Continuous monitoring of
dropdown order to increase
speed to completion.

Continuous success by
development of long-term
roadmap of enhancements. 

Recommend reporting designs and a

strategy for continued success. 

LOAN APPLICATION DESIGN PACKAGELOAN APPLICATION DESIGN PACKAGE

AKUVO Consulting

Automated values: Utilize LOS
functionality and/or credit report
data to set values & display data.

Automated data fill: Limit
options in dropdowns based on
data already entered.

Automated messages: Control
what data is allowed in each field
and when to display messages to
applicants.

Recommend workflow and
automation specifications to prevent
abandonment. 

Digital Experience
Design 

Clear field requirements:
Recommend field data
requirements for each product.

Clear field placement:
Recommend field-by-field
placement and develop
interactive specifications to
show information where needed. 

Clear voice: Recommend text
and prompts based on the
institution's unique "voice."

Create field-by-field mockups to
reduce redundant data entry. 

AKUVO will review risk policies and lending practices to recommend a new design for
an exceptional,  end-to-end online loan application using your existing loan origination
platform. The end result will give consumers what they want and your internal teams
what they need to generate more lending opportunities. 

Easy to find: Connect online
banking and redirects from
existing website at the start of the

application process.

Easy to complete: Identify ways

to create an excellent experience

for existing and new relationships.  

Easy to connect: Recommend

interactions between online
application and existing LOS.

Recommend an online application

design and end-to-end  process. 

MAKE IT EASY 

MAKE IT AUTOMATED

MAKE IT CLEAR

BETTER...AND BETTER 

3 WEEKS3 WEEKS

ANDY COY

Andy Coy has an incredible tenure, serving Pennsylvania
State Employee Credit Union (PSECU) members for over
20 years. During this time, Andy successfully created and
launched a state-of-the-art digital loan origination
experience that proved to be exceptionally intuitive for
members and operationally efficient for the credit union. 

MEET YOUR CONSULTANT 


